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Overview & RISC Score

This week’s RISC Score is 61%. In the news, the U.S. Space Force’s top officer says the scale and scope 
of Russian and Chinese threats to American assets in orbit, including demonstrated abilities to 
conduct very close proximity operations, is “of paramount concern”. Parallelly, the FBI and international 
partners disrupted a network of over 1000 hacked routers controlled by Russia's GRU (Russian military 
intelligence agency) for cyber operations. On the market front, Thales will provide satellite 
communications for the F126 German frigates with SurfSAT-L solutions. This system, previous versions 
of which have been in service with multiple Navies across the world, aims to ensure improved 
connectivity even under difficult operational conditions. Also, a FINABEL report aiming to decode the 
EU Space Law (EUSL) came out this week. Meanwhile, the European GNSS system, Galileo, has 
developed the OSNMA anti-spoofing service, which has recently moved into the final testing phase, 
which allows secure end-to-end transmission from Galileo satellites to OSNMA-enabled GNSS 
receivers. Last but not least, the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) explores, in a 
report, the cybersecurity of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations providing telecommunications 
services (LEO satcom).
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After a rising period since 
the start of 2024, W6 has 
shown a decrease & W7 
has shown an increase.
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Threats in space “extremely concerning” :  Space Force Boss
The U.S. Space Force’s top officer says the scale and scope of Russian and Chinese threats to American assets in orbit, 
including demonstrated abilities to conduct very close proximity operations, is “of paramount concern”.
#SpaceForce #ElectronicWarfare
Link: https://www.twz.com/space/threats-in-space-extremely-concerning-space-force-boss
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Thales supplies SurfsAT-L satellite communication solution for F126 German frigates
Thales will provide satellite communications for the F126 frigates with SurfSAT-L solutions. This modernized system, 
previous versions of which have been in service with multiple Navies across the world, will ensure improved connectivity 
even under difficult operational conditions. #Thales #Defense
Link: https://www.thalesgroup.com/en/worldwide/defence/press_release/thales-supplies-surfsat-l-satellite-
communication-solution-f126
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THREAT INTELLIGENCE

Operation disrupts GRU’s hacked router network : a major win in Cyber Warfare
The FBI and international partners disrupted a network of over 1000 hacked routers controlled by Russia's GRU for cyber 
operations. The incident involved the use of large language models like ChatGPT and targeted radar imaging technology 
and satellite communication protocols. The successful operation emphasizes the importance of global cooperation in 
combating cyber threats. #GRU #CyberWarfare
Link: https://bnnbreaking.com/international-relations/operation-disrupts-grus-hacked-router-network-a-major-win-in-
cyber-warfare

REGULATION

An EU Space Law on the Horizon : Decoding Legal Foundations and Navigating Policy Frontiers
In recent years, the European Union recognized the need for a substantial space regulation framework that would ensure 
responsible and sustainable activities in outer space. Member States have begun drafting national laws to meet space-
related challenges such as satellite proliferation, risks of congestion and collision, and security threats against space assets. 
#EU #EUSL
Link: https://finabel.org/initiatives-an-eu-space-law-on-the-horizon-decoding-legal-foundations-and-navigating-policy-
frontiers/
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OSNMA : the latest in GNSS anti-spoofing security
To further improve transmission reliability, the European GNSS system, Galileo, has developed the OSNMA anti-spoofing 
service, which allows secure end-to-end transmission from Galileo satellites to OSNMA-enabled GNSS receivers. OSNMA 
(Open Service Navigation Message Authentication) will soon be available free of charge to users and has recently moved 
into the final testing phase. #GNSS #OSNMA
Link: https://www.septentrio.com/en/learn-more/insights/osnma-latest-gnss-anti-spoofing-security
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TRAINING & EDUCATION

CyberInflight is a Market Intelligence company dedicated to the topic of Space Cybersecurity. The company 
provides strategic market and research reports, bespoke consulting, market watch & OSINT researches and 

cybersecurity awareness training.
Contact us at: research@cyberinflight.com 
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Low Earth Orbit (LEO) SATCOM Cybersecurity Assessment
This report published by the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) explores the cybersecurity of Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO) constellations providing telecommunications services (LEO satcom). Examining various threats and risks-
technical, financial, or commercial the landscape of potential attacks is vast. It includes traditional cyber threats targeting 
user and control segments (terminals, gateways, telemetry tracking, command stations, and interconnection networks), 
extending to satellite-specific attacks. #ENISA #LEO
Link: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/low-earth-orbit-leo-satcom-cybersecurity-assessment
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